Listed below is a checklist of what students will need to be prepared for success in their classes at Oxford High School. Individual teachers may have additional requests based on their class.

**Math**
- TI84 Plus graphing calculator OR
- TI84 Plus Silver Edition Graphing Calculator (more installed software and more storage space for saving files)
- 1 - D ring binder just for math class (1.5 - 2 inches is ok)
- 3 hole punched line paper and graph paper
- Pocket dividers for binder
- 4 colored pencils or pens
- Erasers
- Small pencil sharpener with cover
- 12" plastic ruler
- Plastic protractor
- Plastic compass

**English**
- Per teacher (will inform students first day of class)

**Science**
- 1 marble composition notebook for chemistry and physics
- Notebook of choice
- Pencils and pens
- TI-84 calculator (same as for Math)

**Social Studies**
- Three -ring binder & paper
- Pencils and pens

**World Language**
- 3-ring binder and paper
- Pencils and pens
- Compatible pair/set of headphones/earbuds (USB or 3.5mm)

**Fine Arts**
**Digital Photography**
- Digital Camera
- Flash Drive (2 gig is best)
- Sketch Book
- 2 pocket folder with metal three ring punch clasps
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Art
Sketch Book (11 x 14)
2 pocket folder with metal three ring punch clasps
Box of #2 pencils
12 to 18 inch ruler
Art Erasers
Color Pencils
Thin Tip Markers
Drawing (Gel) Pens black and multicolor.
Art Box

Painting
Sketch Book (11 x 14)
Watercolor Pad (11 x 14 or larger)
Art Erasers
Box of #2 pencils
Set of Flat Tip Paintbrushes
Set of Round Tip Paintbrushes
12 to 18 inch ruler
Art Box

Band
Reeds (as your instrument requires)
Valve Oil (as your instrument requires)
Cork Grease (as your instrument requires)
2 pocket folder (Black)
1 subject notebook

Music Technology, Music Appreciation, Musical Theater
3-ring binder
Head phones (or ear buds)

Physical Education / Health Education
Gym sneakers / Athletic shoes
Appropriate fitness apparel (shorts, sweatpants, t-shirt, sweatshirt, etc.)
Notebook
Combination lock
Yoga mat (yoga and meditation class)

All Applied Tech
2 pocket folder
pens/pencils (1 working pen or pencil in class each day)

Accounting
Pencils - 2 boxes
Calculator - 4 function calculator is good (cannot use phone)
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Notebook or 3-ring binder with loose leaf paper
Book cover

**Accounting 2 (Post University-Financial Accounting)**
Computer or Chromebook* with internet access
Notebook
Pens/pencils
Calculator - 4 function calculator is good (cannot use phone)

*This is an online course. Textbook and materials will all be accessed online.

**Intro to Business**
Notebook
Pens for note taking
Book cover

**Personal Finance**
Notebook
Pens/Pencils